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Burglary2018Commercia 91681
l

Pine Lakes Pwy
Mobil Gas

Disturbanc
eDomesticVerbal

201891607

Powder Horn Dr.

Disturbanc
e Verbal

201891662

Powder Horn Dr

Disturbanc
e
DomesticPhysical

201891671

Wellwood Ln

An alarm was received D/S Cowan arrived to find the front door
smashed and several cartons of cigarettes in the parking lot. After
viewing video a subject completely covered up including gloves
walks around the front of the business around 0400. It appears he
walks out toward Wynnfield. Moments later a white 4 door
Chevrolet Impala parks on the side of the business. The subject
grabs a garbage can and sledge hammer from the trunk. He
smashes the top of the glass door and jumps in, goes and fills the
can with cartons of cigarettes and leaves, dropping several on his
way to his car.
Anonymous caller advised S1 and S2 were in the front of their
residence yelling at each other. Contact made with both subjects,
who advised they were arguing about having no electricity or water
at the residence. Both S1 and S2 stated the argument was verbal
only and there was no violence or threats of violence by either.
Photos taken and S2 contacted a family member to go stay with for
the night.
Around 820pm an anonymous neighbor called because S1 and S2
were yelling in the street. Then around 1253am we received a 911
hang up and a female could be heard yelling, it located to Powder
Horn Ln, and there was another verbal disturbance. At 0155
another neighbor advised they were fighting in the street again.
Upon arrival S1, S2 and S3 were in the driveway still yelling. Contact
was made with a neighbor who witnessed the disturbance, who
provided a sworn statement. S2 and S3 were arrested reference
disorderly conduct. S3 was additionally charged with VOP.
A 911 hang up call was received from this location. Upon arrival, it
was determined S1 and her husband, S2 were involved in a verbal
disturbance. During the disturbance, S2 stated S1punched him in
the face”. S1 refused to provide a written statement and refused to
have photographs taken of his possible injuries. S1 was placed
under arrest for Battery DV. When S2 earned S1 was being
arrested, he became upset that she was arrested. S2 refused to
accept any DV paperwork, so it was left on the trunk of his vehicle
next to where he was standing. S1 was transported to the Flagler
County Inmate Facility without incident.

TheftShoplifting

201891563

Palm Coast Pwy
ABC Liquor/

Off duty LEO witnessed a H/M take a bottle of vodka and run out of
the store without paying. A vehicle description was obtained and a
tag. It was determined that S1 was the person that ran off with
bottle. He was not located at this time and a charging affidavit was
completed which will be forwarded to the SAO

